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How does language impact cognition and perception? A growing number of studies show
that language, and speciﬁcally the practice of labeling, can exert extremely rapid and perva-
sive effects on putatively non-verbal processes such as categorization, visual discrimination,
and even simply detecting the presence of a stimulus. Progress on the empirical front, how-
ever, has not been accompanied by progress in understanding the mechanisms by which
language affects these processes. One puzzle is how effects of language can be both deep,
in the sense of affecting even basic visual processes, and yet vulnerable to manipulations
such as verbal interference, which can sometimes nullify effects of language. In this paper,
I review some of the evidence for effects of language on cognition and perception, showing
that performance on tasks that have been presumed to be non-verbal is rapidly modulated
by language. I argue that a clearer understanding of the relationship between language and
cognition can be achieved by rejecting the distinction between verbal and non-verbal rep-
resentations and by adopting a framework in which language modulates ongoing cognitive
and perceptual processing in a ﬂexible and task-dependent manner.
Keywords: language and thought, perception, categorization, labels, top-down effects, linguistic relativity,Whorf
INTRODUCTION
Are the faculties of perception, categorization, and memory –
capacities humans share with other animals – shaped by the
human-speciﬁc faculty of language?Does language simply allowus
to communicate about our experiences, albeit with much greater
ﬂexibility compared to other animal communication systems? Or,
does language also transform cognition and perception, allow-
ing humans to access and manipulate mental representations
in novel ways? This question has been of longstanding inter-
est to philosophers (see Lee, 1996 for a historical review), and
goes to the core of understanding human cognition (Carruthers,
2002; Spelke, 2003). Many have speculated on the transforma-
tive power of language on cognition (James, 1890; Whorf, 1956;
Cassirer, 1962; Vygotsky, 1962; Dennett, 1994; Clark, 1998). A
growing number of studies show that language can exert rapid
and pervasive effects on putatively non-verbal processes. For con-
temporary reviews of the “language and thought debate” (see
Gumperz and Levinson, 1996; Gentner and Goldin-Meadow,
2003; Gleitman and Papafragou, 2005; Casasanto, 2008; Borodit-
sky, 2010; Wolff and Holmes, 2011). Despite progress on the
empirical front showing apparent effects of language in domains
ranging from basic perceptual tasks such as color perception
(see below), motion perception (Meteyard et al., 2007), visual
search (Lupyan, 2008a), and simple visual detection (Lupyan
and Spivey, 2010a), to categorization in infancy (e.g., Waxman
and Markow, 1995) and adulthood (Lupyan et al., 2007), to
recognition memory (e.g., Lupyan, 2008b; Fausey and Borodit-
sky, 2011) and relational thinking (Loewenstein and Gentner,
2005), there has been a lack in progress on the theoretical front.
In this work, I will argue that signiﬁcant theoretical progress
can be made by taking a interactive-processing perspective (e.g.,
McClelland and Rumelhart, 1981) on the question of the relation-
ship between language and thought.
The paper is divided into four parts: First, I discuss an apparent
paradox that has stymied both critics and proponents of the “lan-
guage and thought” research program (Gleitman and Papafragou,
2005; Wolff and Holmes, 2011): how can effects of labels be both
deep, apparently affecting basic even perceptual processing, and
yet be easily disrupted by manipulations such as verbal interfer-
ence? Second, I present a proposed solution to the paradox in the
form of the label-feedback hypothesis, on which the classic dis-
tinction between verbal and non-verbal processes is replaced with
an emphasis on the role of language as a modulator of a distrib-
uted and interactive system (see also Kemmerer, 2010). Third, I
review some empirical data from the domains of visual percep-
tion, categorization, and memory, that are difﬁcult to reconcile
with common assumptions in contemporary literature on lan-
guage and thought, but are naturally accommodated by the label-
feedback hypothesis. Finally, I brieﬂy discuss the implications
of taking an interactive-processing on the question of linguistic
relativity.
THE FRAGILITY OF LINGUISTIC EFFECTS ON COGNITION AND
PERCEPTION: A PARADOX?
One domain that has received a considerable amount of attention
in the language and thought literature is that of putative effects
of language on color categorization and color perception. Shortly
after the posthumous publication of Benjamin LeeWhorf ’s essays
(Whorf, 1956), the philosopher Max Black published a critique
in which he commented on Whorf ’s now-famous passage: “We
dissect nature along lines laid down by our native languages.
Language is not simply a reporting device for experience but a
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deﬁning framework for it.” (p. 213). Black remarked that Whorf ’s
word-choice engendered confusion:
“To dissect a frog is to destroy it, but talk about the rainbow
leaves it unchanged. The case would be different if it could
be shown that color vocabularies inﬂuence the perception of
colors, but where is the evidence for that?” (Black, 1959, p.
231).
There is now a large and rapidly increasing number of ﬁnd-
ings showing just such effects: cross-linguistic differences in color
vocabularies can cause differences in color categorization with
concomitant effects on color memory and, indeed, color percep-
tion (Davies and Corbett, 1998; Davidoff et al., 1999; Roberson
et al., 2005, 2008; Daoutis et al., 2006;Winawer et al., 2007; Thierry
et al., 2009). For example,Winawer et al. (2007) presented English
andRussian speakers with color swatches showing different shades
of blue. Russian, unlike English, lexicalizes the category blue with
two basic-level terms: “siniy” for darker blues and “goluboy” for
lighter blues1. The subjects were asked to perform a simultaneous
xAB task, deciding as quickly as possible whether a top color (x)
exactly matched a color on its left (A) or on its right (B). The cat-
egorical relationship between the color x and the non-matching
color was varied such that, for Russian speakers, the two colors
were sometimes in the same lexical category and sometimes in
different categories. All colors were in the “blue” category for Eng-
lish speakers. The results showed a categorical perception effect
for Russian speakers only, as evidenced by slower reaction times
(RTs) on within-category than between-category trials.
A possible mechanism by which cross-linguistic differences in
categorical color perception can be produced is gradual perceptual
warping caused by learning. On this account, long-term experi-
ence categorizing the color spectrum using language gradually
warps the perceptual representations of color resulting in more
similar representations of colors in the same category (i.e., those
labeled by a common term) and/or less similar representations of
colors grouped into distinct categories (i.e., those labeled by dis-
tinct terms). That is, learning and using words such as “siniy” and
“goluboy”provides categorization practice that results in the grad-
ual representational separation of the parts of the color spectrum
to which the labels are applied. Different labeling patterns (using
the generic term “blue”) are therefore predicted to produce dif-
ferent patterns of discrimination across the color spectrum. This
standard account of learned categorical perception (Goldstone,
1994, 1998; Goldstone and Barsalou, 1998) has been applied to the
color domain, and as predicted, training individuals on a new color
boundary can induce categorical perception (Ozgen and Davies,
2002).
On the perceptual learning account, once labels have provided
sufﬁcient categorization training for perceptual warping to occur,
the warped perceptual space remains. And yet, a growing number
1There has been some confusion regarding the primacy of color terms such as
“navy” in English. The crucial cross-linguistic difference here lies not so much in
the frequency, ambiguity, or accessibility of the term“siniy” in the minds of Russian
speakers versus the term“navy” in the minds of English speakers. Rather, the differ-
ence lies in the presence of a generic term “blue” in English and the lack of such a
term in Russian. An inverse situation occurs in the domain of body part terms: The
Russian word “ruka” (arm including the hand) has no corresponding generic term
in English.
of studies show that when participants are placed under con-
ditions of verbal interference that is presumed to decrease the
on-line inﬂuence of language, cross-linguistic differences seem to
disappear. For example, Winawer et al. (2007) found that when
Russian-speaking subjects were placed under verbal interference,
within-category comparisons no longer took longer than between-
category comparisons2 (see also Roberson and Davidoff, 2000;
Pilling et al., 2003; Gilbert et al., 2006; Drivonikou et al., 2007;
Wiggett andDavies, 2008; cf.Witzel andGegenfurtner, 2011). This
bleaching effect of verbal interference is seen in other domains
as well. For example, English and Indonesian-speaking mono-
linguals show memory patterns consistent with their language:
better memory for different tenses in English than Indonesian,
which does not require morphological tense markers (Boroditsky,
2003). The difference inmemory between Indonesian and English
speakers was attenuated with verbal interference.
Further evidence of the transient nature of effects of lan-
guage on cognition comes from studies of the consequences of
language impairments on putatively non-verbal processes (puta-
tive in the sense that if some cognitive process can be shown to
be affected by language, is that process still non-verbal?). The
logic as articulated by Goldstein (1924/1948) is that if language
is involved in not only communicating thoughts but somehow
“ﬁxating” them, then language impairments should produce cog-
nitive impairments. Indeed, as noted by Goldstein (see Noppeney
and Wallesch, 2000 for review), individuals with aphasia appear
to have a number of deﬁcits that appear on their surface to have
little to do with language. A particular difﬁculty is posed by cate-
gorization tasks requiring grouping on a particular dimension. In
an effort to further distil this deﬁcit, Cohen and colleagues con-
cluded that “. . .aphasics have a defect in the analytical isolation of
single features of concepts”(Cohen et al., 1980, 1981), yet are equal
to control subjects “when judgment can be based on global com-
parison” (Cohen et al., 1980). In their examination of the anomic
patient LEW,Davidoff and Roberson reached a similar conclusion,
arguing that when a grouping task requires attention to one cate-
gorywhile abstracting over others, LEW is“without names to assist
the categorical solution.” (Davidoff and Roberson, 2004, p. 166).
In a recent study designed to examine the categorization-aphasia
linkmore exhaustively, Lupyan andMirman (under review) found
that a group of patients with aphasia (selected on the basis of
having varying levels of naming impairments) were speciﬁcally
impaired on a categorization task requiring focusing on a speciﬁc
dimension, e.g., selecting all the pictures of red objects from color
images of familiar objects. The patients were selectively impaired
on trials requiring categorizing by speciﬁc isolated dimensions,
but had performance similar to controls on trials which required
more global categorization such selecting objects typically found
in a laundry room. Critically, the patients’ impairment on this
non-verbal task was best predicted by their performance on a
standard confrontation naming test (PNT; Roach et al., 1996).
Naming performance continued to predict categorization perfor-
mance controlling for semantic impairments and general location
2Verbal interference actually reversed the usual categorical perception effect with
within-category matching now taking less time than between-category matching
(see also Gilbert et al., 2006 for a similar reversal). This odd pattern of results awaits
an explanation.
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of the lesion. These data do not suggest that successful categoriza-
tion depends on an intact naming abilities, but that the two are
intertwined such that naming impairments contribute to catego-
rization impairments, particularly when the task requires isolating
speciﬁc dimensions and cannot be accomplished through overall
similarity3.
Convergent evidence for the interactive relationship between
language and categorization comes from a study in which I used
verbal interference to attempt to simulate some of the catego-
rization impairments that have been previously reported to be
concomitant with naming impairments. Lupyan (2009) tested col-
lege undergraduates on an odd-one-out task in which participants
were presented with triads of pictures or words and had to select
the one that did not belong on some speciﬁc criterion, such as real-
world size. On other trials, the task required selecting a picture or
word that did not belong based on more thematic or functional
relationship.
When tested with this task, the anomic patient LEW was selec-
tively impaired inmaking size and color,but not function/thematic
judgments (Experiment 7,Davidoff and Roberson, 2004). Healthy
subjects undergoing verbal (but not visual) interference of the
same type as used to bleach effects of language on color percep-
tion, showed a performance proﬁle very similar to that of the
anomic patient LEW.
THE PARADOX DISTILLED
The paradox then is this: if effects of language on perceptual pro-
cessing are “Whorﬁan” in the sense of changing the underlying
perceptual space (i.e.,warping perception), then how can the space
be “unwarped” so easily? Similarly, if language affects categoriza-
tion by providing additional training opportunities, why would
language impairments produce categorization impairments? In a
recent debate hosted by The Economist on the proposition “The
language we speak shapes how we think,” Lila Gleitman remarked
on the interpretation of the types of effects of language on color
discussed above with the following observation:
. . .here is the usual ﬁnding: “Disrupting people’s ability to
use language while they are making colour judgments elim-
inates the cross-linguistic differences.” What is puzzling is
why [Boroditsky] thinks this is a “pro” argument. In fact, it is
the“con”argument,namely that the underlying structure and
content of “thought”and“perception”are unaltered by palpa-
ble and general differences in language encoding (Gleitman,
2010).
This argument in one form or another has been invoked by a
number of critics (Gleitman and Papafragou, 2005; Dessalegn and
3Kemmerer et al. (2010) tested a large and very diverse group of brain-damaged
patients on a battery of tasks including naming, word–picture matching, and
attribute selection (e.g., deciding which picture depicts an action that is most tir-
ing). The deﬁcit proﬁle was a complex one with patients showing virtually every
pattern of dissociation between the tasks. Interestingly, naming performance was
signiﬁcantly correlated with performance on the picture-attribute task, but not at
all with the picture-comparison task. It remains to be determined if these patterns
of association reﬂect differences in the degree to which the tasks require selection
of speciﬁc dimensions versus reliance on global association (Lupyan, 2009; Lupyan
et al., under review; see also Sloutsky, 2010).
Landau, 2008; Li et al., 2009). The reasoning seems to be that
if linguistic inﬂuences on categorization and perception can be
removed so easily (or conversely, appear after only a brief training
period, e.g., Boroditsky, 2001; cf. January and Kako, 2007), then
they must be superﬁcial. Put another way, according to this cri-
tique, if an inﬂuence of language on, for example, color perception
can be disrupted via a verbalmanipulation,does this notmean that
language was affecting a verbal process all along and therefore the
effect is of language on language rather than language on per-
ception? This rationale appears to rest on two assumptions: First,
language is assumed to be a medium (a “transparent medium”
even, H. Gleitman et al., 2004, p. 363). On this view, words map
onto concepts, which are, by deﬁnition, independent of words
(e.g., Gopnik, 2001; Snedeker and Gleitman, 2004; Gleitman and
Papafragou, 2005). The second assumption is of a strict separa-
tion between verbal and non-verbal processing, and consequently
between verbal and non-verbal representations. (This assumption
is also evident in the “thinking for speaking” framework artic-
ulated by Slobin, 1996). Accepting these two assumptions, it is
indeed puzzling how the sorts of effects of language on color cate-
gorization and perception discussed above can be simultaneously
pervasive and fragile: if language alters concepts, should not these
altered concepts persist regardless of how language is deployed
on-line?
The label-feedback hypothesis is an attempt to reconcile this
apparent paradox of how effects of language can be so vulnerable
to interference while at the same time exerting apparently perva-
sive inﬂuence on basic perceptual processing (e.g., see Liu et al.,
2009; Thierry et al., 2009; Mo et al., 2011 for effects of language
on early visual processing in the domain of color perception).
As I will argue, the reason these effects are sensitive to manipu-
lations such as verbal interference is that many language exerts
effects on perception by modulating ongoing perceptual process-
ing on-line. This modulation, insofar as it is rapid and automatic,
constitutes a change in the functional structure and content of
“thought” referred to by Gleitman because language and thought
are part of a distributed interactive system.As articulated byWhorf
himself:
Any activations [of the] processes and linkages [which consti-
tute] the structure of a particular language. . . once incorpo-
rated into the brain [are] all linguistic patterning operations,
and all entitled to be called thinking (Whorf, 1937, pp. 57–58
cited in Lee, 1996, p. 54).
A note of caution is in order: Viewing language as a part of an
inherently interactive system with the capacity to augment pro-
cessing in a range of non-linguistic tasks does not mean that
performance on every task or representations of every concept
are under linguistic control. Rather, the argument is that learning
and using a system as ubiquitous as language has the potential to
affect performance on a verywide range of tasks.A fruitful research
strategy may be therefore to investigate what classes of seemingly
non-verbal tasks are inﬂuenced by language (and which are not),
and on what classes of tasks cross-linguistic differences yield con-
sistent differences in performance. This point is expanded below
in the Section “Implication of the Label-Feedback Hypothesis for
‘Language and Thought’ Research Program.”
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FROM PERCEPTION TO CATEGORIZATION TO VERBAL
LABELS AND BACK AGAIN: THE LABEL-FEEDBACK
HYPOTHESIS
Perceiving a stimulus as meaningful depends on (perhaps even
requires) representing the stimulus in terms of a larger class. Con-
sider that even a task as simple as deciding whether two“identical”
objects, presented simultaneously in different locations are the
“same” requires the observer to ignore that they are different by
virtue of their positions. In the short-story Funes the Memorius,
Borges describes a man incapable of categorization:
“It was not only difﬁcult for him to understand that the
generic term dog embraced so many unlike specimens of dif-
fering sizes and different forms; he was disturbed by the fact
that a dog at three-fourteen (seen in proﬁle) should have the
same name as the dog at three-ﬁfteen (seen from the front)”
(Borges, 1942/1999, p. 136).
Naming both of the above instances of dogs as a “dog” requires
representing both as members of the same class – one which
is associated with the label “dog.” Clearly, naming depends on
categorization. But does language, and the act of naming in par-
ticular, play an active role in the categorization process itself? In
this section, I argue that names (verbal labels) play an active role in
perception and categorization by selectively activating perceptual
features that are diagnostic of the category being labeled. Critically,
although this top-down augmentation of perceptual representa-
tions by language is likely to be in play, to some degree, even during
passive vision, it can be up- or down-regulated through linguistic
manipulations such as brief verbal training/verbal priming and
verbal interference.
On the present view, categorization is the process by which
detectably different (i.e., non-identical) stimuli come to be repre-
sented as identical, in some respect (see Lupyan et al., under review
for discussion). Categorizing a stimulus thus involves changing
its representation. However, placing two objects into the same
category does not, logically, imply a change to their perceptual
representations which on some accounts are impenetrable to
the inﬂuence of conceptual categories (e.g., see Pylyshyn, 1999;
Macpherson, 2012). In groundbreaking work, Goldstone and col-
leagues (Goldstone, 1994; Goldstone and Hendrickson, 2010 for
review) showed that the categorization process alters perception
itself. In a typical study, participants were trained to respond to
items that parametrically vary on one or more dimensions with
some belonging to“CategoryA”and others to“Category B”(Gold-
stone, 1994), or to discriminate between individuals belonging to
a “club” and those not belonging (Goldstone et al., 2003). Follow-
ing this training, visual discrimination ability is assessed (while
controlling for effects of categorization from those of mere expo-
sure4) and compared to visual discrimination prior to training or
to discrimination following a control training task. A signiﬁcant
change in the perception of dimensions relevant to the categoriza-
tion task suggests that categorization experience altered the visual
appearance of the items being categorized. Rather than just being
mediated by the category responses (i.e., participants judging two
4See Folstein et al. (2010) for a recent study of the role of mere exposure to exemplars
on subsequent category learning.
stimuli as more similar by virtue of their belonging to the same
category), the experience of categorization was found to warp per-
ception, sensitizing some regions of perceptual space (e.g., those
close to the category boundary; Goldstone, 1994). This warping
effect affected the relationship between trained and novel stimuli–
an effect argued by the authors to be incompatible with an effect
of categorization on the decision process only (Goldstone et al.,
2001).
Goldstone and colleagues’ work on perceptual warping and
learned categorical perception (e.g., Goldstone et al., 2001) pro-
vides a potential mechanism by which language may augment
categorization. Because each act of naming is an act of catego-
rization, learning to label some colors “green” and others “blue,”
provide a type of category-training which, over time, is expected
to help pull apart the representations and resulting in decreased
representational overlap between the two classes of stimuli. But
how can one reconcile the perceptual warping process with the
fragility of language-modulated effects outlined above?
The label-feedback hypothesis proposes that language produces
transient modulation of ongoing perceptual (and higher-level)
processing. In the case of color, this means that after learning that
certain colors are called “green,” the perceptual representations
activated by a green-colored object become warped by top-down
feedback as the verbal label “green” is co-activated. This results in
a temporary warping of the perceptual space with greens pushed
closer together and/or greens being dragged further from non-
greens. Viewing a green object becomes a hybrid visuo-linguistic
experience. Knowing that some colors are called green means that
our everyday experiences of seeing become affected by the verbal
term, which in turn makes the visual representation more cat-
egorical. This modulation can be increased – up-regulated – by
activating the label to a greater than normal degree as when a
participant hears a verbal label prior to seeing a visual display.
Conversely, verbal interference is one way to down-regulate the
activation of labels leading to reduced inﬂuences effect of language
on “non-verbal” processing.
To illustrate how language can affect perceptual representa-
tions, consider a task in which subjects view brieﬂy presented
displays of the numerals 2 and 5, with several from each cate-
gory presented simultaneously. The task is to attend to just the 5s
and to press a button as soon as a small dot appears around one of
the numerals. The more selectively participants can attend to the
5s, and just the 5s, the better they ought to perform. Before some
trials, participants actually hear the word “ﬁve.” This cue consti-
tutes entirely redundant information because participants already
know what they should do on each trial. The task of attending to
the 5s remains constant for the entire 45-min experiment, thus the
word“ﬁve”tells themnothing they do not already know.Yet, on the
randomly intermixed trials on which they actually hear the word,
participants respond more quickly (and, depending on the task,
more accurately; Lupyan and Spivey, 2010b). This type of facilita-
tionoccurs evenwhen the items are seen for only 100ms,a time too
brief to permit eye movements. Similar effects are obtained with
more complex items such as pictures of chairs and tables. The lin-
guistic facilitation is also transient. If too much time is allowed to
elapse between the label and the onset of the display (more than
∼1600ms. in this case), no facilitation is seen. In fact, obtaining
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such effects is only possible if hearing a word has a transient effect
on visual processing; if the facilitation due to hearing a word car-
ried through the entire experiment, the difference between the
intermixed label and no-label trials would quickly vanish. Yet the
difference persisted, in most cases through the entire experiment
lasting for hundreds of trials (Lupyan and Spivey, 2010b) which
was only possible if hearing a label affected perceptual processing
in a transient, on-line manner.
According to the label-feedback hypothesis, hearing the word
“ﬁve” activates visual features corresponding to 5s, transiently
moving the representations of 5s and 2s further apart, while
making the perceptual representations of the various 5s on the
screen more similar, and thereby easier to simultaneously attend.
Notice that this task did not require identiﬁcation or naming. Ver-
bal labels were certainly not needed to see that 2s and 5s are
perceptually different. Yet, overt language use – a hypothesized
“up-regulation” of the linguistic modulation normally takes place
during perception – had robust effects on perceptual processing.
In other studies, my colleagues and I have shown that hearing
similarly redundant words can improve performance in a pop-out
visual search (Lupyan, 2008a) and improves search efﬁciency in
more difﬁcult search tasks (Lupyan, 2007). Hearing a label can
even make an invisible object visible. Lupyan and Spivey (2010a)
showed that hearing a spoken label increased visual sensitivity (i.e.,
increased the d ′) in a simple object detection task: simply hear-
ing a label enabled participants to detect the presence of brieﬂy
presented masked objects which were otherwise invisible (see also
Ward and Lupyan, 2011 who showed that hearing labels can make
visible stimuli suppressed through continuous ﬂash suppression).
A SIMPLE MODEL OF ON-LINE LINGUISTIC EFFECTS ON
PERCEPTUAL REPRESENTATIONS
A simple model implementing the idea of labels as modulators
of lower-level representations is shown in Figure 1. The model is
implemented as a fully recurrent neural network (Rumelhart et
al., 1986). Solid lines denote feedforward connections and dashed
lines denote feedback connections. In this implementation, the
perceptual layer is providedwith a feature-based input of a current
object. Themodel is trained on two categories instantiated as a dis-
tortion from one of two category prototypes (for a more detailed
description, see Lupyan, in press). Let us arbitrarily call one cat-
egory “chairs” and the other “tables.” During training, the model
learns to produce names, e.g., to produce the label “chair” given
one of the chairs, and comprehend names: given the label “chair,”
it activates properties characteristic of chairs. Due to the one-to-
many mapping between-category labels and category exemplars
the network cannot knowwhich particular object is being referred
to when presented with just the category label. It is this one-to-
many mapping that allows the network to generalize and make
inferences to un-seen properties. Because some properties (e.g.,
having a back) are more closely correlated with category mem-
bership than other properties (e.g., being brown) the category
labels become more strongly associated with properties that are
typical or diagnostic of the denoted category, and dissociated from
properties that are not diagnostic of the category.
Following this training, we can examine what happens to rep-
resentations of category exemplars when the label is allowed to
FIGURE 1 | A schematic of a neural network architecture for exploring
on-line effects of labels on perceptual representations. See text for
description.
feed back on the activity in the perceptual layers. Figure 2 shows a
principal-components analysis (PCA) of the perceptual represen-
tations of exemplars from two categories learned in the context
of labels. In Figure 2A, the label is endogenous to the network.
The network produces the label itself in response to the percep-
tual input, and the label is then allowed to feedback to affect the
visual representations. This corresponds to what is hypothesized
to occur in the default case: perceptual representations are modu-
lated on-line by verbal labels via top-down feedback. In Figure 2B
the labels are prevented from affecting the representations on-line
by disabling the name-to-hidden-layer connections. The cate-
gory separation observed in this PCA plot is due entirely from
bottom-up perceptual differences between the two categories. This
situation is logically equivalent to a verbal interference condi-
tion (although in reality, label activations are only one kind of
top-down inﬂuences affecting visual processing). In Figure 2C
the labels are provided exogenously to the network along with
the perceptual input. This case is equivalent to the label trials
in the experiment described above (Lupyan and Spivey, 2010b).
Much clearer category separation is observed. Insofar as correct
categorizationdependson representing similarities between exem-
plars, it is facilitated by the inﬂuence of labels. There is a cost to
this enhanced categorization. The more categorical representa-
tions produced by the labels are beneﬁcial for categorization-type
tasks,but reduce accuracy in the representationof the idiosyncratic
properties of individual exemplars. Indeed, when participants are
shown pictures of chairs and tables and are asked to label some
of them with the category labels (“chair” and “table”), they show
poorer subsequent recognition of items that they labeled (Lupyan,
2008b).
The simple model shown in Figure 1 can be extended to help
understand how label-feedback may affect performance in cate-
gorization tasks such as those requiring the isolation of speciﬁc
dimensions – impaired in aphasia and under conditions of ver-
bal interference. Feedback from the activation of a dimensional
label such as “size” or “color” is predicted to have the same kind
of cohering effect – facilitating the grouping of objects by their
dimensions. This role of labels in realigning representations is one
way to explain the facilitatory effect of labels in relational reason-
ing (Kotovsky and Gentner, 1996; Ratterman and Gentner, 1998;
Gentner and Loewenstein, 2002).
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FIGURE 2 | Principal-components analyses from a connectionist
simulation showing the influence of category labels on the
perceptual representations.The simulation uses the network
architecture shown in Figure 1. Each dot represents an item from one
of two categories, denoted by separate colors and its location. Category
structure is enhanced when labels, activated by the network, are
allowed to feed back onto the perceptual layer (A). When this feedback
of labels is disrupted by blocking the ﬂow of activity from the label to
the hidden layer, representations revert to reﬂecting the perceptual
structure of the stimulus space (B). Categorization is further enhanced
when the label is provided to the network exogenously (C). See text for
additional details.
ON-LINE VERSUS SUSTAINED EFFECTS OF LABELS ON
PERCEPTION AND COGNITION
The demonstrations of the effects of labels on perceptual processes
discussed above focused on transient effects such as those pro-
duced by overtly hearing a category name. Finding that language
inﬂuences visual processing, but only in the few seconds imme-
diately after we hear a word, while curious, is clearly of limited
theoretical import. The key assumption in such experiments (e.g.,
Lupyan, 2007, 2008a; Lupyan and Spivey, 2010a,b) is that overt
presentation of labels (or, as shown by Lupyan and Swingley, in
press, language production in the formof self-directed speech) can
exaggerate what is hypothesized to be the normal on-line inﬂuence
of language on task performance.Verbal interference, on this view,
is a comparable down-regulation of language. Suchmanipulations
can shed light on the“normal” function played by language in cog-
nition andperception. In this section I brieﬂy review someﬁndings
suggesting that perceptual processes are inﬂuenced rapidly and
automatically by language. That is, the normal state in adults
is closer to Figure 2A in which automatically activated labels
modulated perceptual representations, than Figure 2B in which
perceptual representations mapped onto category labels, but were
impermeable to linguistic feedback.
Consider a task in which an observer is presented with two
stimuli and needs to determine, as quickly as possible, whether
they are visually identical. Naturally, the more subtle the differ-
ences, the more difﬁcult the judgment. Consider now the letter
pairs B-b and B-p. The letters in each pair are visually equidistant,
but conceptually B-b are more similar than B-p. Despite this con-
ceptual difference, reaction times (RTs) for B-p and B-b judgments
are equivalent when the two letters are presented simultaneously
(Lupyan, 2008a). However, when the second letter is presented
≥150ms. after the ﬁrst (with the ﬁrst still present on the screen),B-
b judgments become more difﬁcult than B-p judgments (Lupyan
et al., 2010b). We claimed this occurs because during this delay,
the representation of the ﬁrst letter becomes augmented by its
conceptual category, rendering “B” more similar to “b” and more
distinct from “p.” This effect is further enhanced when subjects
actually hear the letter name (Lupyan, 2008a), i.e., up-regulating
language appears to exaggerate the categorical perception effect.
Although these results show basic perception to be dynamically
inﬂuenced by conceptual categories, the results do not directly
address the role played speciﬁcally by the category names. This
question is beginning to be addressed using the work described
below.
Using fMRI, Tan et al. (2008) showed that in a same-different
color discrimination task, similar to the simultaneous condition
of the B-p task described above,Wernicke’s area (posterior part of
BA 22) showed greater activity for easy-to-name versus hard-to-
name colors suggesting its automatic activation in this non-verbal
task. Although the authors attempted to interpret the selective
activity in terms of the effects of language on visual discrimina-
tion, clearly, no such causal attribution of the neural activity can
be made; its activity may be consistent with activation of color
names, but does not indicate that this activity affects visual pro-
cessing.On the current account, such causal effects are exactlywhat
is expected,with category effects in vision emerging (in some part)
due to activation of category names. One way to test this predic-
tion is by disrupting the activity and measuring its outcome. In a
recent study,we administeredTMS toWernicke’s areawhile partic-
ipants performed theB-p/B-b same-different task (Lupyan et al., in
preparation). Insofar as slower responses to B-b relative to B-p are
the result of label-feedback, disrupting this activity should elim-
inate the RT difference between B-p and B-b stimuli. The results
showed that an inhibitory stimulation regime completely elimi-
nated the RT difference between responding“different” to B-p and
B-b letter pairs. Control stimulation to the vertex had no effect.
To my knowledge, no theory of visual processing classiﬁes Wer-
nicke’s area (posterior superior temporal gyrus) as “visual.” That
disruption of activity in this region alters behavioral responses
on a visual task supports the hypothesis that the effects of con-
ceptual categories (here, letter categories) on visual processing are
subserved in part by a classic language area, stimulation of which
possibly disrupts its usual modulation of neighboring posterior
regions of the ventral visual pathway.
The transient effects of labels on perception described above
may be special cases of normally occurring top-downmodulations
of vision by linguistic, contextual and other “cognitive” factors. An
example of such modulations of a more sustained nature can be
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seen when one examines the role of meaningfulness in vision. As
might be expected, it is easier to recognize and discriminatemean-
ingful entities than meaningless ones. For example, it takes about
200ms. longer to recognize that the items in the pair / are phys-
ically identical than it does to make the same judgment for /
or / (Lupyan, 2008a). The stimuli and differ in meaningful-
ness, of course, but they also differ in familiarity. We simply have
more experience processing s as compared with s. In a very
simple study, Lupyan and Spivey (2008) used a visual search task
in which participants were asked to search for a among s (or
vice-versa). The stimuli were meaningless and perceptually novel.
Some participants were explicitly told at the start of the experi-
ment that the shapes should be thought of as rotated 2 and 5s.
This simple instruction dramatically improved overall RTs and led
to shallower search slopes, indicatingmore efﬁcient visual process-
ing. The effect of construing a stimulus as meaningful (and in this
case, associating it with a named category) produced a sustained
effect in the sense that once induced, the facilitation persists, an
effect reminiscent of the well-known hiddenDalmatian in a piece-
meal image, which once known to be present in the image, cannot
be“un-seen”(Gregory, 1970; see also Porter, 1954). Arguably, such
effects are also on-line effects (see also Bentin and Golland, 2002).
The degree to which such conceptual effects on visual processing
are truly linguistic requires further investigation and neurostim-
ulation techniques such as TMS and tDCS will potentially prove
useful (Lupyan et al., 2010a).
These results potentially inform the ﬁndings of cross-linguistic
differences in early ERPs in response to changing colors. Thierry
et al. (2009) found that Greek speakers who, like Russian speak-
ers, have separate words for light and dark blues, showed a
greater visual mismatch negativity – an early component show-
ing condition-differences starting at ∼160ms that has been used
to index automatic, and arguably preattentive change detection –
whenpresentedwith color changes that spanned the lexical bound-
ary. The authors found some differences in the P1 component as
well. On the one hand, such differences in early visual processing
may be viewed as consequences of long-term perceptual warping
produced by language (or perhaps other cultural factors). This
account however, would be at a loss to explain why in other stud-
ies verbal interference can eliminate cross-linguistic differences on
behavioralmeasures of categorical color perception.An alternative
account is that viewing colors automatically activates their names
that warp perceptual representations on-line. The observed effects
on early perception are thus evidence not of a permanent change in
bottom-up processing, but rather of a sustained top-down mod-
ulation possibly induced by activation of the color names during
the task5.
THE NEURAL PLAUSIBILITY OF LANGUAGE-MODULATED
PERCEPTION
Understanding the word “chair” is clearly a more complex process
than detecting the presence of a shape in a visual display or
5The authors did not test whether linguistic manipulations such as verbal inter-
ference reduce or eliminate the cross-linguistic difference in the visual mismatch
negativity, although in a commentary they admit that this would be a natural
followup (Athanasopoulos et al., 2009).
determining which of two color swatches matches a third. How
can a complex “high-level” process inﬂuence low-level and much
more rapid processes such as simple detection? This would indeed
be puzzling if the brain were a feedforward system. It is not. Neural
processing is intrinsically interactive (Mesulam, 1998; Freeman,
2001). As eloquently argued in a prescient paper by Churchland
et al. (1994), the brain is only grossly hierarchical: sensory input
signals are only a part of what drives“sensory”neurons, processing
stages are not like assembly line productions, and later processing
can inﬂuence earlier processing (p. 59). This view has in recent
years received overwhelming support (e.g., Mumford, 1992; Rao
and Ballard, 1999; Lamme and Roelfsema, 2000; Foxe and Simp-
son, 2002; Reynolds and Chelazzi, 2004; Gilbert and Sigman, 2007;
Kveraga et al., 2007; Mesulam, 2008; Koivisto et al., 2011).
To give two examples from vision of gross violations of hier-
archical processing: (1) the “late” prefrontal areas of cortex can
at times respond to the presence of a visual stimulus before early
visual cortex (V2; LammeandRoelfsema,2000 for review). (2)The
well-known classical receive ﬁelds of V1 neurons showing orienta-
tion tuning appear to be dynamically reshaped by horizontal and
top-down processes. Within 100ms. after stimulus onset, V1 neu-
rons are re-tuned from reﬂecting simple orientation features, to
representing ﬁgure/ground relationships over amuch larger visual
angle (Olshausen et al., 1993; Lamme et al., 1999).
Effects of verbal labels on vision can be seen as embodying
a similar, but more complex type of perceptual modulation as
the reshaping of V1 receptive ﬁelds. Although the neural loci
of these effects are at present unknown, one possibility is that
processing an object name initiates a volley of feedback activity
to object-selective regions of cortex such as IT (Logothetis and
Sheinberg, 1996), producing a predictive signal or “head start”
to the visual system (Kveraga et al., 2007; Esterman and Yantis,
2008; Puri and Wojciulik, 2008). On several theories of attention
(e.g., biased competition theory of Desimone and Duncan, 1995),
these predictive signals would enable neurons that respond to the
named object to gain a competitive advantage (see alsoVecera and
Farah, 1994; Kramer et al., 1997; Deco and Lee, 2002; Kravitz and
Behrmann, 2008). Given feedback from object-selective cortical
regions, winning objects can bias earlier spatial regions of visual
cortex.
LABELS AND STIMULUS TYPICALITY
The two-dimensional projection of the perceptual representations
shown in Figure 2 hides an interesting interaction between labels
and stimulus typicality. Not surprisingly, the network shows basic
typicality effects. The correct category label is more quickly and/or
strongly activated when the network is presented with a more typ-
ical item (i.e., an item having more typical values on dimensions
learned by the network to be important). The somewhat counter-
intuitive consequence is that it is these already typical items that
are most affected by labels: the items tend to become even more
typical as the network ﬁlls in undeﬁned or unknown features with
category-typical values. The atypical exemplars (i.e., instances on
the periphery of the category), although having the most potential
to be affected by the label, interact with the label more weakly than
the more central exemplars. One can visualize this effect using a
magnet metaphor: an object positioned far from a magnet can
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be moved a greater distance than an object positioned close to
the magnet, but because the magnetic ﬁeld drops off rapidly with
increasing distance, the object farther away is being pulled only
weakly and may not move at all. Such a mechanism has similar-
ities to the perceptual magnet effect in perception of phonemes
(Kuhl, 1994) and the attractor ﬁeld model in visual perception
(e.g., Tanaka and Corneille, 2007).
Effects of typicality turn out to be quite pervasive: In visual
tasks, up-regulating the effect of labels through overt presentation
of the label beneﬁts typical category members more than atypi-
cal ones. Effects of labels on perceptual processing appear to be
stronger for more typical exemplars. For instance, the effect of
hearing a label is strong for a numeral in a typical font (5), com-
pared to when it was rendered in a less typical font ( ; Lupyan,
2007; Lupyan and Spivey, 2010b). In the recognition memory task
described above (Lupyan, 2008b) it labeling the typical exemplars
led to poorermemorywhereas labeling atypical exemplars did not.
As a further demonstration that processing an item in the context
of its name activates a more typical representation, consider the
following two results:
(1) In Experiment 6 of Lupyan (2008b), participants were asked
to rate pictures of chairs and lamps on typicality (from very
typical to very atypical). The pictures were presented, one at
a time, followed by a prompt with the rating scale. The text
of the prompt either mentioned the name of the category by
name (“chair”/“lamp”) or did not (a within-subject manipu-
lation). Participants were instructed to always rate the object’s
typicality with respect to its category. That is, the task was
the same regardless of how the prompt was worded. Yet, par-
ticipants were more likely to rate the same pictures as more
typical when asked, “How typical was that chair” than “How
typical was that object,” rating the already typical objectsmore
typical when referred to by their name (Figure 3).
(2) Categories like chair, although comprising concrete objects,
are rather fuzzy and do not have formal deﬁnitions. In con-
trast, categories like triangle, can be formally deﬁned (Arm-
strong et al., 1983). All triangles are three-sided polygons
and all three-sided polygons are triangles. When queried, all
tested participants (18/18) correctly stated this formal deﬁni-
tion. When tested on a speeded recognition task, participants
showed a typicality/canonicality effect, being faster to recog-
nize isosceles than scalene triangles. This effect, however, was
obtained only on trials when participants were cued with the
word“triangle.”When,on randomly intermixed trials,partici-
pantswere cuedwith thephrase“three sides,”theywere equally
fast to recognize isosceles and scalene triangles. According
to the label-feedback hypothesis, the category label “triangle”
activates a more typical triangle, which in this case appears to
correspond to an isosceles/equilateral triangle with a horizon-
tal base. One interesting prediction is that if the label tends to
activate a canonical triangle, then referring to a non-canonical
triangle explicitly with the word “triangle” may actually alter
judgments of its physical properties. To test this prediction,
participants were asked to estimate the angle of triangles with
a prompt that asked to either estimate the angle of “this tri-
angle” or of “this three-sided ﬁgure” (with the instruction
varying between-subjects). Participants in the triangle con-
dition over-estimated the angle more than participants in
the three-sided condition (Figure 4) – possibly caused by a
contrast effect between the activated canonical (non-rotated)
triangle and the rotated triangle being judged. This difference
persisted for the entire length of the experiment (about 150
trials; Lupyan, 2011; Lupyan et al., in preparation).
THE ROLE OF VERBAL LABELS IN THE LEARNING OF NOVEL
CATEGORIES
The learning of categories is in principle separable from the
learning of their names. A child, for example, can have a con-
ceptual category of “dog” (such that different dogs are reliably
classiﬁed as being the same kinds of thing) without having a
name for the category. In practice, however, the two processes
are intimately linked. Not only does conceptual development
FIGURE 3 | A comparison of typicality ratings of chairs and lamps
when the prompt includes the category name (“chair” or “lamp”) and
when it includes a generic referent (“object”; Lupyan, 2008b,
Experiment 6).The x-axis is the average typicality rank of each picture from
very typical to very atypical.
FIGURE 4 | A comparison of judgments of the base angle relative to
the horizontal of triangles called “triangles” and the same figures
called “three-sided shapes” (Lupyan, 2011).
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shape verbal development (e.g., Snedeker and Gleitman, 2004),
but verbal learning impacts conceptual development (Waxman
andMarkow, 1995; Gumperz and Levinson, 1996; Levinson, 1997;
Spelke and Tsivkin, 2001; Gentner and Goldin-Meadow, 2003;
Yoshida and Smith, 2005; Lupyan et al., 2007). The idea that lan-
guage shapes concepts has two implications. The ﬁrst is that it is
of course through language that we learn much of what we know.
This is often seen as trivial, as when Devitt and Sterelny wrote,
apparently without irony, that “the only respect in which language
clearly and obviously does inﬂuence thought turns out to be rather
banal: language provides us with most of our concepts” (Devitt
and Strelny, 1987, p. 178)6. The second implication is that the very
use of words may facilitate, or in some cases enable, the ability
to impose categories on the external world. Do category names
actually facilitate the learning of novel categories?
In a study designed to answer this question, Lupyan et al.
(2007) compared the ability of participants to learn categories
that were labeled to the learning of the same categories without
names. The basic task required participants to learn to classify
16 “aliens” into those that ought to be approached and those to
be avoided, responding with the appropriate direction of motion
(approach/escape). The category distinction involved subtle dif-
ferences in the conﬁguration of the “head” and “body” of the
creatures. On each training trial, one of the 16 aliens appeared in
the center of the screen andhad tobe categorizedbymoving a char-
acter in a spacesuit (the “explorer”) toward or away from the alien,
with auditory feedback marking the response as correct or not.
In the label conditions, a printed or auditory label (the nonsense
terms, “leebish” and “grecious”) appeared next to the alien; in the
no-label condition, the alien remained on the screen by itself. All
the participants received the same number of categorization trials
and saw the aliens for exactly the sameduration; the only difference
between the groupswas the presence of the category labels that fol-
lowed each response. The labels, being perfectly predictive of the
behavioral responses, constituted entirely redundant information.
The results showed that participants in the label conditions
learned to classify the aliens much faster than those in the no-label
conditions. When the labels were replaced with equally redun-
dant and easily learned non-linguistic and non-referential cues
(corresponding to where the alien lived), the cues failed to facili-
tate categorization. After completing the category-training phase
during which participants in both groups eventually reached ceil-
ing performance, their knowledge of the categories was tested in
a speeded categorization task using a combination of previously
categorized and novel aliens, presented without any feedback or
labels. Results showed that those who learned the categories in the
presence of labels retained their category knowledge throughout
the testing phase. Those who learned the categories without labels
showed a decrease in accuracy over time. Thus, learning named
categories appears to be easier than learning unnamed categories.
More than just learning to map words onto pre-existing concepts
6It is probably too obvious to mention, but this function of language is far from
banal. Consider that in the absence of language, much of what humans need to
learn to survive would have to be learned through slow and dangerous trial and
error (Harnad, 2005). It is not an exaggeration to claim that without the ability to
learn through language human culture would not exist (Deacon, 1997).
(cf. Li and Gleitman, 2002; Snedeker and Gleitman, 2004), words
appear to facilitate the categorization process itself.
IMPLICATIONS OF THE LABEL-FEEDBACK HYPOTHESIS FOR
THE “LANGUAGE AND THOUGHT” RESEARCH PROGRAM
Most work investigating the relationship between language, cog-
nition, and perception has assumed that verbal and non-verbal
representations are fundamentally distinct and the goal of the“lan-
guage and thought” research program is to understand whether
and how linguistic representations affect non-linguistic represen-
tations (Wolff and Holmes, 2011). On such a view, information
communicated or encoded via language comprises what is essen-
tially a separate “verbal” modality or channel (Paivio, 1986). Lin-
guistic effects are ascribed either to language inﬂuencing “deep”
non-verbal processes which ought to not be affected by ver-
bal interference or acquired language deﬁcits, or else hinge on
high-level processes that combine verbal and non-verbal input in
some way (e.g., Roberson and Davidoff, 2000; Pilling et al., 2003;
Dessalegn and Landau, 2008; Mitterer et al., 2009). Neither pro-
posed mechanism can explain how language can have pervasive
effects on perceptual processing that are nevertheless permeable to
linguistic manipulations such as verbal interference – the paradox
outlined above.
The label-feedback hypothesis provides a way of resolving the
paradox. Effects of language can indeed run “deep” in the sense
of affecting low-level processes (e.g., Thierry et al., 2009) – the
very processes claimed by Gleitman (2010) to be impervious to
language. Such effects of language on, e.g., color perception need
not arise from language somehow permanently warping percep-
tual space. Thinking of these effects as occurring on-line explains
why they can be modulated by verbal factors such as overt lan-
guage use and verbal interference. Framing effects of language as
occurring on-line does not render them superﬁcial, strategic, or
necessarily under voluntary control (Lupyan and Spivey, 2010a,b;
Lupyan et al., 2010b).On this formulation, the distinction between
verbal and non-verbal representations becomes moot, just as tak-
ing seriously the pervasiveness of top-down effects in perception
renders moot the distinction between “earlier” and “later” cortical
areas (Gilbert and Sigman, 2007).
To return to the case of linguistic effects on color perception:
On the present view, a visual representation of a color, e.g., blue,
becomes rapidly modulated by the activation of the word “blue,”
a process that can be exaggerated by exogenous presentation of
the label and attenuated by manipulations such as verbal interfer-
ence. Thus, although the bottom-up processing of color is likely
to be independent of language and identical in speakers of differ-
ent languages, the top-down effects in which language takes part
are dependent on the word-color associations to which the speak-
ers have been exposed, and will thus be correspondingly different
between speakers who possess a generic term“blue”and those who
do not. Such modulations occur as the label becomes active (over
the course of a few 100ms). There is nothingmysterious about this
process: it is simply the consequence of the idea that visual repre-
sentations involved in making even the simplest visual decisions
are augmented by feedback higher-level, and typically more ante-
rior brain regions. Feedback from language-based activations such
as the activation of the word “green”on seeing green color patches
can be seen as one form of such top-down inﬂuence.
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Although color processing has been a popular testing ground
for exploring effects of language7, the label-feedback hypothe-
sis has a broader relevance. At stake is the question of whether
and to what degree perception of familiar objects is continuously
augmented by the labels that become co-active with perceptual
representations of these objects. This means that once a label is
learned, it can potentially modulate subsequent processing (visual
and otherwise) of objects towhich the label refers. Indeed, the ben-
eﬁts of names in learning novel categories (Lupyan et al., 2007),
may derive, at least in part, from the labels’ effect on perceptual
processing of the exemplars (see also Lupyan and Thompson-
Schill, 2012). Lexicalization patterns differ substantially between
languages (e.g., Bowerman and Choi, 2001; Lucy and Gaskins,
2001; Majid et al., 2007; Evans and Levinson, 2009). Accordingly,
speakers of different languages end up with different patterns
of associations between labels and external objects, resulting in
different top-down effects of language on ongoing “non-verbal”
processing in speakers of different languages.
The label-feedback hypothesis as presented here does not claim
to be relevant to all effects labeled as “Whorﬁan” in the literature.
The most direct application is to the processes of categorization
and object perception. The hypothesis does not predict that any
differences in the grammar of language translate to meaningful
differences in “thought.” A pervasive additional source of con-
fusion in the language and thought literature that I have not
discussed here relates to predicting the consequences that a par-
ticular linguistic difference should have on a particular putatively
non-linguistic task. Consider, for example, the observation that
English verbs highlight the manner of motion (e.g., walk, run,
hop) leaving the path as an option, while Spanish verbs highlight
the path of motion (e.g., entrar, pasar) leaving the manner as an
option (Talmy, 1988). Does the priority of manner information
in English mean that English speakers should have better mem-
ory for manner than Spanish speakers? Perhaps, but one might
just as easily predict the opposite pattern: Spanish speakers ought
to have better memory for manner information because, when it
is mentioned, it is more unexpected and thus more salient (cf.
Gennari et al., 2002; Papafragou et al., 2008). Progress in this area
appears to require a ﬁrmer marriage between memory researchers
and psycholinguists.
More generally, rather than attempting to decide whether a
given representation comprises a verbal or visual “code” (e.g.,
Dessalegn and Landau, 2008), on the current proposal, it may
be more productive to measure the degree to which performance
on speciﬁc tasks is being modulated by language, modulated dif-
ferently by different languages, or is truly independent of any
experimental manipulations that can be termed linguistic. On
this account, the central question is not “do speakers of differ-
ent languages have different color concepts” but rather “how does
language affect the perceptual representations of color brought
7Witzel and Gegenfurtner (2011) present a cogent argument that most recent inves-
tigations of categorical color perception havemade incorrect assumptions regarding
psychophysical distances in the CIE color space, such that color pairs claimed to be
equally spaced in psychophysical space may not be, rendering many of the claims
made by these studies difﬁcult to interpret.
to bear on a given task.” Much of the literature in the language
and thought arena holds an implicit (and sometimes explicit)
assumption that there exists such things as the concept of a dog, or
the concept of green-ness. On this assumption, accepting that the
concept of green-ness is inﬂuenced by language creates the expec-
tation that one should observe those linguistic effects on any task
that taps into that singular color concept. Failure to observe these
effects is then used by as an argument against linguistic relativity or
language-mediated vision. On an alternative view, however, con-
ceptual representations are dynamic assemblies that are a function
of prior knowledge aswell as current task demands (Casasanto and
Lupyan, 2011; Lupyan et al., under review; see also Prinz, 2004).
There is therefore no single concept of green-ness. Rather, the
inﬂuence of language on ongoing cognitive and perceptual pro-
cessing may be present in some tasks and non-existent in others.
For example, given the categorical nature of linguistic reference,
one prediction is that effects of language ought to become stronger
in tasks that require or promote categorization andweaker in tasks
that discourage it (e.g., realistic drawing, remembering exact spa-
tial locations, judging a continuously varying motion trajectory).
By understanding how language may augment speciﬁc cognitive
and perceptual processes,we canmake predictions about the kinds
of tasks should or should not be inﬂuenced by language broadly
construed and by differences between languages.
CONCLUSION
I have argued that a pervasive source of theoretical confusion
regarding effects of language on cognition and perception stems
from a failure to appreciate the degree to which virtually all cogni-
tive and perceptual acts reﬂect interactive-processing, combining
bottom-up and top-down sources of information. An effect of
language on how we perceive the rainbow does not require it to
alter the responses of photoreceptors. A deep and persistent effect
of language on object concepts does not require it to alter concep-
tual “cores” (indeed, the very existence of such conceptual cores
is debatable, Barsalou, 1987; Prinz, 2004; Casasanto and Lupyan,
2011).
Our perception of rainbows, dogs, and everything in between
is a product of both their physical properties and top-down
processes. The idea that words affect ongoing cognitive and per-
ceptual processes via top-down feedback provides a useful way for
thinking about the interaction of language with other processes.
In its present form, the label-feedback hypothesis is merely a
sketch, but as evidenced by some of the studies reviewed in this
paper, this framework provides a powerful intuition pump for
generating testable predictions. The label-feedback hypothesis is
broadly consistent with what we know about neural mechanisms
of perception and categorization, although its neural underpin-
nings remain almost completely unexplored. The next step is to
understand these mechanisms.
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